
F3-A4: Automated Image Processing for X-ray 
Based Security Scanners

Abstract— X-ray imaging systems relying on backscattered or transmitted energy are widely 
used in security screening of both individuals and vehicles.  In collaboration with an indus-
trial partner, we have focused on developing novel algorithms to address image processing 
challenges that arise in airport X-ray backscatter (XBS) systems, building on our prior work.  
Because these systems use very low X-ray doses in order to minimize the radiation exposure 
of the travelling public, the resulting images have relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  
This creates a need for effective image denoising approaches that, unlike standard smooth-
ing kernels, preserve edge information to allow for the accurate identification of threat ob-
jects.  This year, we have extended our previous work and have developed new methods for 
combining multiple denoising estimates to reduce noise while enhancing edge contrast.  
These methods, demonstrated in this report and elsewhere, have the potential to improve 
the sensitivity and specificity of automated XBS screening algorithms.

I. PARTICIPANTS

Faculty/Staff

Name Title Institution Email Phone

Eric Miller Professor Tufts University elmiller@ece.tufts.edu 617.627.0835

Brian Tracey Research Professor Tufts University btracey@ece.tufts.edu 617.627.6424

II. PROJECT OVERVIEW AND SIGNIFICANCE

Motivated by incidents such as the “underwear bomber,” Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, the U.S. and other 
governments have in recent years introduced millimeter wave and X-ray backscatter (XBS) systems for air-
port screening.  Deployment of these systems provides the ability to detect concealed objects, but has raised 
some public concerns about privacy and (for XBS) exposure to radiation.  Privacy concerns can be addressed 
through automated processing of images, while health concerns are addressed by using minimal doses of 
radiation.  A recent study concluded that health risks of XBS systems are minimal [5] although some disagree-
ment remains about the exact dose delivered by the systems [6].
The low X-ray dosage creates a challenge for image processing in that acquired XBS images have relatively 
low SNR, with noise in the images being Poisson in nature.   Thus, effective denoising is a critical first step in 
image analysis.  In addition, it is important that the denoising process preserve image edges, as edges (rather 
than texture) are key features for detecting organic objects in XBS imagery.  In addition, we are concerned 
with real-time systems where computation is an issue.
While many denoising approaches are available, previous Tufts/AS&E work has demonstrated that patch-
based methods such as non-local means (NLM) [7] have excellent performance.  Use of these algorithms for 
preprocessing of XBS images is likely to enhance performance of downstream processing.  Several obstacles 
to deployment of NLM exist.  First, the computational load of standard approaches is prohibitive for real-time 
applications.  Second, NLM noise suppression in the vicinity of unusual features (“rare patches”) is known to 
be suboptimal [9], as there may be few similar patches to average with.  Also, although strong edges are well 
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preserved, we have observed that weak edges may be blurred. This is of concern as it may impact detection 
of organic materials. 
We began working on new NLM variants for XBS in 2012, and as part of that work identified and extended 
approaches for reducing computation [1, 8].  During 2013, we continued efforts begun the previous year to 
combine several NLM estimates in ways that optimize for edge contrast.  We have developed new methods 
for handling low-frequency noise, and found that by applying gradient penalties similar to Total Variation, we 
were able to enhance otherwise difficult-to-detect edges in images.

III. RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITY

A.	 State-of-the-Art	and	Technical	Approach

We are exploring variants of non-local means (NLM) denoising [3], which addresses the problem of recover-
ing the true signal u given a set of noisy observations, v=u+n where n is additive noise.  For a given sample 
s, the estimate is a weighted sum of values at other points t that are within some search neighborhood N(s):

where Z(s) is a normalizing term. The weights w(s,t) are found by computing a distance measure compar-
ing a patch of points around s with a comparable patch around t; typically similarity is measured in terms of 
pixel-wise differences.   Previously, we explored methods for speeding up NLM, giving ~20x gains (see [1])  
NLM noise suppression suffers in the vicinity of rare patches, and weak edges in the image may be blurred.  
Example rare patches are seen in Figure 1.   The rare patch issue has been addressed in an interesting series 
of papers [3, references therein] in which multiple patches are created for each pixel, and are fused according 
to an optimality criteria.  We have combined this multi-patch concept with edge-preserving regularization 
ideas, giving an NLM approach with an enhanced ability to preserve weak edges.
To formalize the discussion, let us say that for each pixel we generate P different patch shapes, in effect gen-
erating P output images u ̂p. We seek a linear combination of these patch estimates to yield the final estimate 
for each pixel, i.e.            . 
In [9], patch weightings were calculated in or-
der to minimize Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate 
(SURE).   The resulting images showed noticeable 
improvement over standard NLM as well as other 
patch combinations examined.  
Here we instead solve a minimization problem 
that takes into account not only minimizes the 
SURE, but also penalizes image gradients.  In ad-
dition we require that all weights w are non-nega-
tive and sum to unity.  During 2012 we mainly ex-
amined quadratic penalties on the gradient (see 
[1]) which can be applied at low computational 
cost.  While these penalties can lead to some im-
provement, much more gain can be had by impos-
ing L1-type constraints such as Total Variation.  
This year, we developed a method for using Itera-

Figure 1: Illustration of ‘rare’ patches (in red, fairly unique) 
and common patches (in white).  Note also that some edges 
are low-contrast (yellow).
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tively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) to impose 
these penalties.  This method is relatively computa-
tionally efficient, which is important as a separate 
optimization problem is solved for each pixel in the 
image.
Figures 2-4 show examples of applying the new 
proposed method to XBS data.  In each figure, the 
raw data is shown along with standard NLM.  For 
comparison purposes, the competing multipatch 
method proposed in [9] is then shown along with 
our proposed method.   By applying edge penalties, 
we are able to detect highly organic objects for both 
medium- and low-contrast objects.  In addition, we 
can suppress residual noise that standard NLM is 
not able to remove due to rare patch effects (see 
dark parts of the weapon handle in Figure 4). 

B.	 Major	Contributions	

Our contributions during 2013 include the following:
1. We extended work we began during 2012, on previous work on combining NLM estimates from multiple 

patches in ways that encourage edge preservation.  Specifically, we extended our previous work on qua-
dratic (L2-based) penalties and use iterative methods to instead impose L1-based penalties related to 
Total Variation.  We demonstrated that these new methods give improved results, particularly for some 
challenging cases involving organic objects.

2. We developed and validated a computationally “cheap” multiscale approach to handling a problem identi-
fied by AS&E during a review of our earlier results.  This approach (not shown above) avoids the creation 
of stairstep artifacts due to low-frequency variations in image intensity, for example due to increased 
backscatter from stomach fat.

Figure 2:  Example of XBS denoising for organic object.  
Note improved contrast for proposed method, especially 
on left side of object.

Figure 3: Example of XBS denoising for a low-contrast 
organic material.  Note the edge enchnacements near the 
upper and lower right corners of the object.

Figure 4: XBS denoising for image with weapon.  Note the 
improved ability to see the outline of the weapon, as well 
as the reduction in “twinkle” due to rare patch effects on 
the dark (metallic) regions of the weapon.
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3. As an offshoot of our work, we published a paper describing the first use of NLM for denoising biomedical 
signals, showing superior performance to some state-of-the-art wavelet approaches for ECG signals.   We 
also published a conference poster showing similar gains on neurological signals. This effort has led to a 
pending NIH proposal.

IV. FUTURE PLANS

During the next year, we plan to continue our work, largely supported by a gift provided by AS&E.  Drs. Miller 
and Tracey recently met with AS&E staff (May 8, 2013), and we identified several topics of interest, including 
transition of our denoising work.   We will continue interacting with AS&E to finalize a short list of technical 
issues that we will address during the current year.  We have prepared a journal article on our denoising work 
and plan to submit it to Journal of X-ray Science and Technology this month. 

V. RELEVANCE AND TRANSITION

The research areas described above were all identified by AS&E staff as topics that are highly relevant to their 
mission, but where initial work establishing feasibility is required.  AS&E staff have indicated that they would 
like to incorporate our denoising work into future versions of their product, though additional development 
will be required.  Our contacts with AS&E have recently led to our involvement in DHS proposals related to 
baggage screening.

VI. LEVERAGING OF RESOURCES

Through ALERT, AS&E has provided a gift to Tufts that is allowing us to devote more time to the research ef-
forts described above.  Dr. Miller and Dr. Tracey have visited AS&E several times and we have provided Matlab 
implementations of our denoising algorithms to AS&E engineers.  All images used for analysis were provided 
by AS&E, and were obtained using funding from AS&E’s internal research and development efforts.  AS&E has 
provided processing outputs that are valuable for initializing the segmentation region. 

VII. PROJECT DOCUMENTATION AND DELIVERABLES

A.	 Publications	

1. Tracey, E. Miller, M. Schiefele, C. Alvino, and O. Al-Kofani, “Denoising approaches for X-ray personnel 
screening systems,” paper ID-96, International Conference on Technology for Homeland Security, 
IEEE, Waltham MA, November 2012.

2. Tracey and E. Miller, “Non-local means denoising of ECG signals,” IEEE Transactions on Biomedical 
Engineering, DOI 10.1109/TBME.2012.2208964, PMID 22829361, September 2012.

3. S. Bahranifard, B. Tracey and E. Miller, “Patch-based denoising of sensory nerve evoked potentials”, 
IEEE Signal Processing in Medicine and Biology Symposium (SPMB2012), New York, NY, December 
2012.

B.	 Seminars,	Workshops	and	Short	Courses

“Potential AS&E/Tufts Collaboration Areas,” B. Tracey and E. Miller, presented to AS&E Engineering group 
seminar, May 8, 2013.
“Imaging challenges for X-ray Screening”, B. Tracey and C. Alvino, invited talk, Algorithm Development for 
Security Applications (ADSA) Workshop 08, Northeastern University, Oct 24-25, 2012.
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